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New physics, if light and feebly-interacting, could already be copiously produced at the LHC, 
but fail to be detected due to the blind spots of existing LHC detectors in the far-forward region

Neutrinos at the LHC

In addition, there are guaranteed physics targets to be reached should we instrument the 
forward region of the LHC, based on exploiting the most energetic, high-intensity neutrino 
beam ever produced in a laboratory

First proposal in 1984



Two far-forward experiments, FASER and SND@LHC, have been instrumenting the LHC far-
forward region since the begin of Run III and reported evidence for LHC neutrinos (March 2023)

153 neutrinos detected, 151± 41 expected 8 neutrinos detected, 4 expected

Now is the time to start exploiting their physics potential

Neutrinos at the LHC
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escapes undetected…
unless dedicated forward 
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Neutrinos at the LHC



Neutrinos at the LHC

 electron neutrinos mostly from D-meson decays above 
500 GeV, below it mostly from kaon decays

 muon neutrino flux dominated by pion & kaon decays 

 tau neutrinos entirely from D-meson decays

mostly produced very close 
to beam direction



The Forward Physics Facility

Complementary suite of far-forward experiments, operating concurrently with the HL-LHC

Start civil engineering during LS3 or shortly thereafter, to maximise overlap with HL-LHC

Positive outcome of ongoing site investigation studies (geological drill down to the cavern depth)

A proposed new CERN facility to achieve the full potential of LHC far-forward physics



Physics with LHC neutrinos
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unique coverage of TeV energy region, high-statistics for all three neutrino flavours
anomalous neutrino couplings, lepton-flavour universality tests with neutrinos



First measurement of muon neutrino and tau neutrino cross-sections at the TeV: test lepton 
flavour universality, search for anomalous interactions (e.g. in EFT framework)

Largest sample of tau neutrinos, explore with exquisite precision worst known particle of the SM

e± + p → e± + X

e± + p → νe (ν̄e) + X

 2204.04237 

LHC ν

Indirect HERA constraints restricted to electron neutrinos, 
cross-sect measured at the 15% level at TeV energies

LHC neutrinos cover unexplored gap in neutrino interactions

Thousands of tau neutrino 
events expected, current world 

sample being O(10)

Physics with LHC neutrinos



Physics with LHC neutrinos

Probe small-x QCD (e.g. non-linear dynamics) in uncharged regions

Provide a laboratory validation of muon puzzle predating cosmic ray physics

New channels for BSM searches e.g. via sterile neutrino oscillations
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The LHC as a Neutrino-
Ion Collider

J. M. Cruz-Martinez, M. Fieg, T. Giani, P. Krack, T. Makela, 
T. Rabemananjara, and J. Rojo, arXiv:2309.09581



Neutrino deep-inelastic scattering is a powerful probe of the quark & gluon structure of hadrons

Neutrino DIS at the LHC
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neutrino scattering @ 
LHC forward detectors
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Eℓ, θℓ

Eh

Eν

(x, Q2)

Measuring outgoing charged lepton 
and hadronic energy specifies initial 

state of the collision

σν p→e+ X(Eν) = σ̃νu→d ⊗ u(x, Q2)

up-quark content int 
the proton

partonic cross-
section

neutrino-proton 
scattering rate

Unique information on quark & 
antiquark flavour separation

key for core LHC theory predictions



Continue highly succesful program of neutrino DIS experiments @ CERN 

Expand kinematic coverage of available experiments by an order of magnitude in x and Q2

Charged-current counterpart of the Electron-Ion Collider covering same region of phase space

x: momentum fraction of 
quarks/gluons in the proton

Q2: momentum transfer 
from incoming lepton

Neutrino DIS at the LHC

Extend CERN infrastructure with an (effective) Neutrino-Ion Collider by ``recycling’’ an otherwise discarded beam



Integrated event rates for DIS kinematics for inclusive (charm-tagged) production

Charm-tagged DIS

Inclusive DIS

Muon-neutrinos: larger event rates, 
smaller production uncertainties

Current experiments limited by 
statistics, FPF by systematics

Ultimate reach achieved by 
combining all experiments

Neutrino DIS at the LHC



PDF constraints from LHC neutrinos

Impact on proton PDFs quantified by the Hessian 
profiling of PDF4LHC21 (xFitter) and by direct inclusion 
in the global NNPDF4.0 fit

Most impact on up and down valence quarks as well as 
in strangeness, ultimately limited by systematics

Quantitative analysis guiding detector design for the 
FPF, highlighting complementarity between experiments



(stat-only)

(stat+sys)

Impact on core HL-LHC 
processes i.e. single and double 
weak boson production and Higgs 
production (VH, VBF)

Also relevant for BSM searches at 
large-mass (via large-x PDFs)

e.g. high-mass dilepton resonances

Impact at the HL-LHC

Fully independent constraints on proton 
structure, crucial to disentangle possible 

BSM signatures in high pT data
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Probing small-x QCD
with far-forward neutrinos



νe e+

neutrino scattering @ 
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FASER

ν
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small-x gluon

large-x Relevant for FCC-pp, UHE neutrinos, cosmic rays

LHC neutrinos and small-x QCD



QCD prediction: NLO + PS
large theory uncertainties

Constrain from LHC 
neutrino data

Extract from measured 
neutrino fluxes

Only laboratory experiment which can 
inform both UHE neutrino interactions, cosmic 
ray collisions, and FCC-pp cross-sections

Challenges in modelling forward charm 
production: QCD corrections, fragmentation, 
interaction with beam remnants ….

Requires designing observables where theory 
systematics cancel out

 Ratios to reference rapidity bin

 Ratios between CoM energy

 Ratios between correlated observables

QCD prediction/models
+ non-perturbative physics

LHC neutrinos and small-x QCD
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Spread of PDF predictions (e.g. small-x gluon) modifies predicted fluxes up to factor 2

Focus on electron and tau neutrinos, with the largest contribution from charm production 
where QCD factorisation can be applied

Construct tailored observables where QCD uncertainties (partially) cancel out

Rojo Part B2 ExHaNuMi

time the gluon PDF down to x ⇠ 10�7 and to search for novel QCD dynamics entering this hitherto uncharted
region such as gluon recombination, BFKL resummation, or the colour-glass condensate [57].

First, I will identify the (experiment-dependent) kinematic regions where D-meson production and decay, which
can be described in the perturbative QCD framework Eq. (1), dominate the forward neutrino flux. For AdvSND,
D-mesons represent the main component of the electron neutrino flux for En ⇠> 500 GeV (Fig. 5a, wip). Second,
I will design and construct tailored observables with optimal sensitivity to the small-x gluon PDFs where QCD
uncertainties cancel out. Two such observables are the ratio Rt/e between event rates of tau and electron
neutrinos for En > 500 GeV, and the ratio Rne

exp between experiments covering different rapidity acceptances

Rt/e(En)⌘
N(nt + n̄t ;En)

N(ne + n̄e;En)
, Rne

exp(En) =
NFASERn(ne + n̄eEn)

NSND@LHC(ne + n̄e;En)
, (2)

The ratio Rne
exp is displayed in Fig. 5b (wip) for En � 1 TeV for different PDF sets. Given that statistical errors

for Rne
exp would be at the 1% level and QCD uncertainties mostly cancel out, this ratio is suitable to cleanly

disentangle the underlying small-x behaviour of the gluon PDF. Third, by means of a fast-grid interface to
QCD calculations [58], I will include FASERn and SND@LHC measurements (and related compound observ-
ables) into the NNPDF global determination [59] to directly constrain the small-x PDFs at x = 10�7, while also
carrying out projections for the FPF reach. By comparing data with theory calculations based on either fixed-
order QCD, BFKL resummation, or the non-linear recombination formalisms within a quantitative likelihood
approach [16], I will ascertain whether novel QCD dynamics affect charm production in this extreme region.

Figure 5. Pinning down gluonic matter. a) The contributions to the forward electron neutrino flux at AdvSND from p-,
K-, D-mesons, and L baryons as a function of En (wip). b) The ratio of electron neutrino event rates between FASERn2
and AdvSND, Eq. (2) focusing on the charm-dominated region and evaluated with different PDF sets (wip).

WP1.3: Fingerprinting intrinsic charm via forward particle production. It is well known that the proton
wave function contains up, down, and strange quarks and antiquarks, whose mass is much smaller than the
proton mass. However, the possible presence of the heavier (mc ⇠ 1.5mp) charm quarks in the proton wave-
function has been contested since more than four decades [60]. The discovery of this intrinsic charm (IC) would
represent not only a milestone for our understanding of QCD, it would also have deep phenomenological im-
plications for a broad range of particle and astroparticle physics processes from the LHC and the EIC [61] to
IceCube [30]. A recent study from my group [15] has reported 3s evidence for IC in agreement with the inde-
pendent constraints provided by Z+charm production from LHCb [62]. Intrinsic charm is determined in [15]
by extracting the charm PDF from a global QCD analysis and removing the perturbative component from high-
energy radiation at N3LO. While consensus within the QCD community about the implications of this analysis
is still lacking [63], this question can be resolved empirically provided the relevant data is available.

LHC neutrinos represent an unprecedented opportunity to fingerprint IC, with forward kinematics inducing
sensitivity to the kinematic region where IC is the largest. Calculations of the number of tau-neutrinos crossing
FASERn2 (Fig. 4d) [12, 64] indicate that for a 1% intrinsic charm the gc initial-state dominates over the gg
contribution, enhancing the non-IC qg initial-state by two orders of magnitude. Using similar techniques as
those from WP1.2, I will quantify the constraints that FASERn and SND@LHC provide on IC and design
observables optimally sensitive to it. By exploiting the information provided by the differences between charm
and anticharm production, I aim to also scrutinise the charm matter-antimatter asymmetry in the proton.
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Proxy for 2D xsec differential in (energy, rapidity)

Pythia8

Retain PDF sensitivity while reducing the large QCD 
uncertainties in the theory prediction

LHC neutrinos and small-x QCD



Electron neutrinos, 2% uncertainty in inclusive event rates Tau neutrinos, 2% uncertainty in inclusive event rates

R(e)
y ≡

Nνe
(Eν, 7.5 < yν < 8.0)

Nνe
(Eν, 8.5 < yν < 9.0)

R(τ)
y ≡

Nντ
(Eν, 7.5 < yν < 8.0)

Nντ
(Eν, 8.5 < yν < 9.0)

Sensitivity to small-x gluon outside coverage of any other (laboratory) experiment

These initial projections are now being extended to full-fledged simulations with state-of-the-art QCD

Quantify impact for UHE neutrinos and for cross-sections at a 100 TeV proton collider

LHC neutrinos and small-x QCD



 FCC-pp would be a small-x machine, even 
Higgs and EWK sensitive to small-x QCD

 LHC neutrinos: laboratory to test small-x QCD 
for dedicated FCC-pp physics and simulations

 Current projections show a marked PDF error 
reduction on FCC-pp cross-sections thanks to 
constraints from LHC neutrinos 
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QCD, Neutrino, and BSM Physics 
Opportunities with Far-Forward 

Experiments at a 100 TeV Proton Collider

Roshan Abraham, Jyotismita Adhikary, Jonathan Feng, Max Fieg, 
Felix Kling, Juan Rojo, and Sebastian Trojanowski, WIP

see also Sebastian’s talk at the parallel session on Wednesday

see also Felix Kling’s talk at the FCC BSM Physics Programme 
Workshop in March 2022
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FPF@FCC
 An FPF-like suite of far-forward experiments could be integrated in FCC design from day one

 Benefit from i) higher CoM energy, ii) higher luminosity, iii) larger/better detectors & technology



Event rates

For the same FASERν2 detector: factor 
O(103) increase due to higher lumi (x 10) 
and higher CoM energy (x 100)

Deeper (x 10) and wider (x 10) detectors 
can also be considered

Up to 2 billion (!) muon neutrino 
scattering events, up to O(50M) tau 
neutrino events

Access neutrino cross-sections at multi-TeV energies, test Lepton Flavour Universality for the three 
neutrino generations, and search for anomalous interactions with permille precision
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Proton Structure & Small-x QCD

Large statistics & extended kinematic 
coverage enable multi-differential 
measurements (e.g. proton 3D structure)

Which novel features of proton 3D structure can 
be revealed by a neutrino probe?

Would need dedicated ``general-purpose’’ 
detector to extract all physics potential

hermeticity, particle ID, jet reconstruction ….

Access proton structure and ultra-small-x 
QCD in uncharted regimes

input for UHE astroparticle physics

Improved understanding of small-x BFKL 
QCD (& even non-linear QCD!) will be 
instrumental for core FCC-pp program



New SM Opportunities
 Polarised DIS with neutrinos: spin mapping

 Realise first neutrino DIS experiment on  polarised 
target: CC analog of polarized EIC collisions
 Assuming a COMPASS-like 6LiD polarised target, 
FPF@HL-LHC would record O(10 events)
 FPF@FPF: O(50K) muon neutrino events with 
COMPASS-like target, increases to O(107) events if 
FASERν2-like geometry can be polarised 



New SM Opportunities
 Polarised DIS with neutrinos: spin mapping

 Realise first neutrino DIS experiment on  polarised 
target: CC analog of polarized EIC collisions
 Assuming a COMPASS-like 6LiD polarised target, 
FPF@HL-LHC would record O(10 events)
 FPF@FPF: O(200K) muon neutrino events with 
COMPASS-like target, increases to O(107) events if 
FASERν2-like geometry can be polarised 

polarised targetpolarised target

Novel probe to scrutinize proton 
spin and 3D structure!

revisit for FPF@FCC-pp

FPF@FCC-pp FPF@FCC-pp



New SM Opportunities
 Polarised DIS with neutrinos: spin mapping  Neutrinos from proton-ion collisions

 FPF@HL-LHC: √sNN = 8.16 TeV, LpPb = 1 pb-1

 FPF@FCC  √sNN = 63 TeV, LpPb = 29 pb-1/month

 x100 from higher √sNN , x150 higher LpPb (6m)
 O(30K) muon neutrinos from p-Pb scattering
 Unique probe of ultra-dense gluonic matter
 Different ions: map nuclear dependence

 Realise first neutrino DIS experiment on  polarised 
target: CC analog of polarized EIC collisions
 Assuming a COMPASS-like 6LiD polarised target, 
FPF@HL-LHC would record O(10 events)
 FPF@FPF: O(200K) muon neutrino events with 
COMPASS-like target, increases to O(107) events if 
FASERν2-like geometry can be polarised 

polarised target

FPF@FCC-pp



BSM Opportunities

 Huge increase in light forward particle production 
fluxes leads to many new avenues for BSM 

searches: e.g. dark Higgs, relaxion-type, milli-
charged particle scenarios

see Sebastian’s talk at the parallel session on Wednesday
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Summary and outlook
 LHC neutrinos realise an exciting program in a broad range of topics from BSM and long-lived 
particles to neutrinos, QCD and hadron structure, and astroparticle physics

 Measurements of neutrino DIS structure functions at the LHC open a new probe to proton and 
nuclear structure with a charged-current counterpart of the EIC

 Measurements of neutrino event rates at the LHC constrain the small-x gluon and large-x charm in 
unexplored regions: key input for FCC-pp program

An FPF-like suite of experiments could be integrated in FCC design from day one: unique physics 
opportunities within the SM and beyond it, for a moderate increase of the overall price tag)


